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Risk Management Education:
Vermont 2013-2014; Existing and
Emerging Crop Insurance
Products and Good Farming
Practices

The University of Vermont will take the lead on crop,
livestock, and revenue insurance promotion, education,
training (in English and non-English), evaluation, and
reporting in Vermont under the Targeted States Program,
in partnership with 11 partnering organizations and the
RMA. The following farmer groups will be targeted:
beginning, socially disadvantaged, farmers converting
production and marketing for new markets,

Vermont

$259,000.00

Crop Insurance Program
Promotion and Education for
Massachusetts' Beginning;
Retiring; and Traditional
Producers

To improve Massachusetts producers´ awareness,
understanding, and utilization of Federal crop insurance
programs, the project team will focus much of its training
and information delivery toward producers who may be
beginning, retiring, and/or producing cranberries,
Massachusetts’ largest cash crop.

Massachusetts

$234,212.00

A Crop Insurance and Risk
Management Education Program
for Connecticut Agricultural
Producers

Disseminating information about crop insurance and risk
management to producers through mailings, websites,
other media, our Advisory Group and Project Partners.
Educating producers on how crop insurance and risk
management can help them by distributing and
explaining information and fact sheets on crop insurance,
providing examples for specific crop and revenue mixes,
and including crop insurance education in all project
programs.

Connecticut

$250,000.00

Crop Insurance Program
Promotion and Education for
Utah's Beginning; Livestock;
Native American; and Traditional
Producers

Will help at least 200 Utah producers develop and
implement a comprehensive marketing plan, a critically
underutilized risk management tool.

Utah

$309,452.00
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New Hampshire Crop Insurance
and Risk Management Education;
2013-14

This project will provide education and information on risk
management strategies to New Hampshire farmers.
Farmers will understand the risks addressed by crop and
revenue insurance and how various policies may be used
with other tools to reduce farming risks. The project aim
is to enable New Hampshire farmers to make intelligent
decisions regarding the effective and appropriate use of
crop and revenue insurance along with other tools to
reduce business risks.

New
Hampshire

$214,373.00

Crop Insurance Education for New
Jersey Farmers

The New Jersey Department of Agriculture, in full
partnership with Rutgers Cooperative Extension, will
develop and implement a comprehensive crop insurance
program that ensures farmers throughout the state are
well informed so they know about and can use existing
and emerging crop insurance products to mitigate their
risks.

New Jersey

$282,000.00

2013/2014 Crop Insurance
Education Program

To deliver crop insurance education and information to
Pennsylvania farmers in order to help them better
understand and more fully utilize the many risk
management options available.

Pennsylvania

$700,000.00

Crop Insurance Training; Risk
Management Education; and
Ongoing Capacity-Building for
Beginning and Established
Producers in Maine
Risk Management & Crop
Insurance Education for Hawaii's
Producers; 2013-2014

Disseminates best practices on critical risk management
tools to up to 500 Maine farmers.

Maine

$242,262.00

Proposes to inform and educate Hawaii producers on risk
management techniques including crop insurance. This
effort is built around a partnership with the highly
successful LIFE (Local & Immigrant Farmer Education) to
target socially disadvantaged, limited resource and
beginning producers with the goal of bringing them into
mainstream agriculture, while also serving
mainstream growers.

Hawaii

$245,832.00
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Risk Management Education in
Targeted States 2013

Will offer 406 individual classes to young, small,
beginning, and socially disadvantaged farmers, as well
as families with more traditional operations to teach them
how to recognize and manage risk in their farm lives.

West Virginia

$242,000.00

Crop Insurance Education in
Targeted States Delaware

Will address the needs of Delaware producers through
broad distribution of crop insurance educational materials
available through RMA, and new materials and
workshops developed specifically for Delaware.

Delaware

$287,000.00

Risk Management and Crop
Insurance Education for Rhode
Island Growers 2013-14

To ensure that farmers in Rhode Island are sufficiently
informed so they know about and can use existing and
emerging crop insurance products to minimize their
exposure to financial and environmental risks.

Rhode Island

$206,000.00

Maryland Crop Insurance
Promotion and Education Project

Will conduct a targeted crop insurance education and
promotion program in 2013-2014 with the goals of
increasing producer understanding of the kinds of risk
addressed by crop insurance.

Maryland

$371,000.00

Addressing Risk with Crop
Insurance in NYS

Will deliver at least 90 face-to-face crop insurance
education workshops to at least 3,500 producers.
Presentations at meetings will help producers understand
and evaluate the features of crop insurance, and
motivate to act, by calling a crop insurance agent, to
discuss and enroll in crop insurance, documented via
attendee evaluations.

New York

$586,000.00

The Business of Season
Extension Farming: Training on
financial planning; marketing; and
new production systems

Will consist of a two-day class which will focus on three
main topics: Financials (including insurance and record
keeping) and Marketing and Season Extension
Techniques (new production systems). Purpose is to
provide the tools the agricultural community needs to
start or maintain a successful business by increasing
knowledge and mitigating risk factors through education.

Nevada

$200,152.00
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Risk Management Education
Covering Current Federal Policies
and Their Implications; Machinery
Costs Under Risk; Management
Succession in Agriculture;
Commodity Marketing; and Other
Risk Management Topics for
Beginning; Retiring/Transitioning;
and Other Farmers and Ranchers
and Interested Individuals in
Wyoming 2013-14

To ensure that producers in Wyoming are fully informed
so they know about and can use existing and emerging
crop insurance products to mitigate their risks.

Wyoming

$293,000.00

Nevada New; Beginning; Socially
Disadvantaged and Transitioning
Farmers and Ranchers Livestock
and Crop Insurance Program Davis Region

Will utilize risk management education tools to ensure
the competitiveness of Nevada agriculture operations in
future markets, and educate producers on how these
crop/livestock insurance programs address the
agricultural risks they face daily.

Nevada

$47,848.00

